
Polar Forest

Think
Where is this forest? What animals 
might live here now?

Solve
Each tree has 8 branches, each 
branch has 8 twigs and each twig has 
8 leaves. How many twigs are on each 
tree? How many leaves? How many twigs 
and leaves on 12 trees?

twinkl.com/newsroom/story/polar-forest

Respond
Compose a poem describing the 
scene in the photograph.

Reimagine
Draw a species of dinosaur that 
might have been found deep in the 
Antarctic forest.

Discover
Fact: The name Antarctica comes 
from ‘ant-’ meaning the opposite and 
the Greek word ‘arktikos’, meaning north.

Question: Where does the word Arctic 
come from? What is the link with bears? 
Find the etymology (word origin) of some 
place names near you.

Discuss
Are there enough trees in the world? 
Should we plant more?

For more activities like this, visit: 
twinkl.com/imagine

http://twinkl.com/newsroom/story/polar-forest
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/imagine
Ben Gething-Smith
I 'think it's antarktiké 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antarctica#Etymology 

bottom of 2nd para - http://content.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1943658,00.html

https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/what-are-the-origins-of-the-names-arctic-and-antarctica.html

tricky to be sure though...

Chris Whitwood
It is but I've explained that the 'ant-' part means opposite and the 'arktikos/arktike' means north. It seems that 'arktike' is the feminine of 'arktikos' (from which we get the word Arctic). I can make it clearer if you like?

I'm guessing that because it is feminine is why there is an 'a' at the end of Antarctica (whereas if it was masculine it would presumable be Antarctic).



How many twigs are on each tree? 

There are 8 branches on each tree and 8 twigs on each branch:

8 × 8 = 64 twigs

How many leaves? 

There are 64 twigs on each tree and 8 leaves on each twig:

64 × 8 = 512 leaves

How many twigs and leaves on 12 trees?

There are 64 twigs on each tree:

64 × 12 = 768

There are 512 leaves on each tree:

512 × 12 = 6144 leaves

Polar Forest Answers
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